DIRECTIONS TO C.H.P.A. PREMISES IN EPPING2
Herewith the directions to the clinic site in Epping from

Somerset West:

From Somerset West take the N2 - Cape Town direction
Take the 'Epping/Vanguard Drive/N7' exit
At the traffic lights as you come off the N2, turn right.
You are now on Vanguard Drive heading towards Epping/Goodwood
Go through the first set of lights.
Go through the second set of lights.
You will see Langa on your left, go over into the far right hand lane, over the bridge.
At the traffic lights, turn right into Bofor Circle.
Travel along Bofor Circle, over the first stop street.
Keep straight and follow road around
On approaching a 3-way stop - keep in your left lane
At 3-way stop, you will see the Animal-Anti Cruelty League (AACL) sign on the right
hand side just over the stop.
Cart Horse Protection Association Epping clinic site is situated next door to AACL.
Herewith the directions to the clinic site in Epping from

Cape Town:

From Cape Town take the N2 - airport direction.
Take the Vanguard Drive exit.
At the traffic lights as you come off the N2, turn left.
You are now on Vanguard Drive heading towards Epping/Goodwood
Go through the first set of lights.
Go through the second set of lights.
You will see Langa on your left, go over into the far right hand lane, over the bridge.
At the traffic lights, turn right into Bofor Circle.
Travel along Bofor Circle, over the first stop street.
Keep straight and follow road around
On approaching a 3-way stop - keep in your left lane
At 3-way stop, you will see the Animal-Anti Cruelty League (AACL) sign on the right
hand side just over the stop.
Cart Horse Protection Association Epping clinic site is situated next door to AACL.

